
Densities of lengths of IBD segments on the autosomes that match the Neandertal (left) or Denisovan (right) genome and are private to Africans

(red) vs. IBD segments matching ancient genomes that are not observed in Africans (blue). The dotted lines emphasize peaks of the densities.

Compared to those of non-Africans, African IBD segments that match an ancient genome are enriched in regions of shorter segment lengths.
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Conclusion

ResultsAbstract

• each code unit of RFN represents bicluster/IBD segment 

• individuals for which code unit is active share IBD segment 

• features (SNVs) that have activating weights to code unit tag IBD segment

HapRFN overcomes the problems of HapFABIA:

(1) RFNs provide sparser codes via their rectified linear units that immediately supply 

bicluster memberships as factors being different from zero.

(2) RFNs can learn thousands of factors and therefore many IBD segments 

simultaneously.

(3) RFNs are much faster through techniques from deep learning like efficient matrix 

multiplications and implementations of networks on graphical processing units (GPUs).

Rectified Factor Networks:

HapFABIA

• rectification  easier interpretation of bicluster membership

• simultaneous detection of thousands of IBD segments

• better separation of IBD segments  less intensive post-processing

• main results unchanged but more reliable
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For whole genome sequencing data HapFABIA was shown to be superior in detecting

short IBD (identical by descent) segments that are tagged by rare variants. Nevertheless,

HapFABIA still has several problems: (1) To decide whether individuals possess an IBD

segment is often difficult because of the soft bicluster membership supplied by

HapFABIA. (2) HapFABIA can only extract 10-30 IBD segments at once and therefore

needs to perform multiple iterations. However, the IBD segments identified in different

iterations may not be decorrelated, thus they may be redundant and overlapping or even

split into smaller segments. (3) Very large data sets are time intensive.

We recently introduced Rectified Factor Networks (RFNs) as an unsupervised deep

learning approach. Each code unit of the RFN represents a bicluster and therefore an

IBD segment, where samples for which the code unit is active share the bicluster (IBD

segment) and features (SNVs) that have activating weights to the code unit tag the IBD

segment. HapRFN overcomes the problems of HapFABIA. (1) RFNs provide sparser

codes via their rectified linear units that immediately supply bicluster memberships as

factors being different from zero. (2) RFNs can learn thousands of factors and therefore

many IBD segments simultaneously. Therefore, all IBD segments are mutually

decorrelated, thus are not redundant and do not overlap. (3) RFNs allow for much faster

processing of very large data sets using techniques from deep learning like efficient

matrix multiplications and implementations of networks on graphical processing units

(GPUs).

As a result HapRFN makes it possible to process very large data sets and to determine

the size and number of IBD segments more precisely. With HapRFN we are able to

accurately detect familial relationships, populations of origin, or interbreeding with

ancient genomes in data sets with thousands of individuals. Furthermore, finding disease

associations via IBD mapping becomes more reliable which might be the key to uncover

unknown hereditary causes of multifactorial diseases.

Biclustering – IBD Segments

IBD segment = bicluster to which 

• SNVs belong if they tag the 

IBD segment (tagSNVs)

• individuals belong if they 

share the IBD segment

bicluster: pair of sample set and 

feature set for which samples are 

similar to each other on the features 

and vice versa

• biclustering of SNV data to find short IBD segments shared by multiple individuals

• based on low-frequency and rare SNVs (MAF < 5%)

Problems:

(1) soft bicluster membership: deciding whether individuals possess IBD segment is 

difficult

(2) multiple iterations: HapFABIA can only extract 10-30 IBD segments at once, IBD 

segments identified in different iterations may not be decorrelated, may be redundant 

and overlapping or even split into smaller segments

(3) time intensive
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• rectified posterior mean 

non-negative and exact zero code units

• dropout  sparse code units

a deep learning method to 

identify short IBD segments
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